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4. We can conclude that the ultimate purpose of God's work of _____ is to establish the Kingdom of Heaven on earth. 

6. Human beings, having acquired this contradiction, live on the brink of _____. 

8. People are composed of two aspects: _____ and external, or mind and body; .... 

9. Where is science heading? Until now, scientific research has not embraced the internal world of _____; it has 

limited itself to the external world. 

16. In the lives of religious people one can see an intense struggle to realize goodness by single-mindedly following 

the desires of the _____  _____ (2 words, use no space). 

17. It was then only natural that a banner of rebellion would be raised, arguing that a merciless God who would allow 

such suffering could not exist. Hence, modern _____ was born. 

19. Within the self-same individual are two _____ inclinations: 

22. Whenever such desires are sated, we feel unrest in our _____ and agony in our heart. 

24. Any being possessing such a contradiction within itself is doomed to _____. 

25. The second course of human _____ is the attempt to answer the fundamental questions about human life by 

transcending the resultant world of phenomena and searching in the world of essence. 

27. People feel joy when their ____ are fulfilled. 

29. We find a great _____ in every person. 

32. Internal ignorance, in religious terms, is _____ ignorance. 

33. Many other difficult _____ are found in the Bible, couched in symbolism and metaphor, such as:.... 

35. Desires which result in _____ do not emanate from a person's original mind. 

37. Through intimate spiritual _____ with God and by meeting with Jesus and many saints in Paradise, he brought to 

light all the secrets of Heaven. 

40. _____ indicated that God would someday reveal a new truth: "I have said this to you in figures; the hour is coming 

when I shall no longer speak to you in figures but tell you plainly of the Father." 

41. They will form one _____  _____. Since the purpose of truth is to realize goodness, and since God is the origin of 

goodness, God will be the center of the world founded upon this truth. (2 words, use no space). 

42. Christianity sees this state of destruction as the result of the _____ _____ (2 words, use no space). 

44. As is written in the Book of Revelation, "You must again _____ about many peoples and nations and tongues and 

kings." 

45. What of the sailor who voyages on the sea of the material world under the sail of science in search of physical 

comforts? Let him reach the coast for which he longs. He eventually will come to realize that it is nothing more than 

the very _____ where his body will be buried. 

46. _____  _____, who abandoned the luxuries of the royal palace and became enraptured in the pursuit of the 

Way, .... (2 words, use no space). 

47. In every corner of the world, countless souls who had been groping in the darkness are receiving the light of this 

new truth and are being reborn. As we witness this, we cannot stop _____  _____ of deepest inspiration. We 

desire from the bottom of our hearts that its light quickly fills the earth. (2 words, use no space). 

 

Down 
 

1. There may come a day when human efforts bring an end to such social evils, but there is one social vice that 

human efforts alone can never eradicate. That is _____ immorality. 

2. With the fullness of time, God has sent one person to this earth to resolve the fundamental problems of human life 

and the universe. His name is _____  _____  _____ . (3 words, use no spaces). 

3. As _____  _____ noted, "None is righteous, no, not one...." (2 words, use no space). 

5. Furthermore, we remain entirely _____ of the answers to such questions as: What is the original mind, .... 

7. However, for humankind to completely overcome the two aspects of ignorance and fully realize the goodness 

which the original mind desires, at some point in history there must emerge a _____  _____ which can reconcile 

religion and science and resolve their problems in an integrated undertaking. (2 words, use no space) 



10. _____ lost the ability to equal the successes of either communism or materialism and failed to present the truth 

that could conquer their theories. 

11. The scientific world has begun to recognize that science cannot achieve its ultimate goals without a theoretical 

explanation of the _____, spiritual world. 

12. When the sailor, who has completed his voyage in search of external truth under the sail of science, adds another 

sail, the sail of _____, and embarks on a new voyage in search of internal truth, he finally will be headed toward 

the destination for which his original mind yearns. 

13. "For I _____ in the law of God, in my inmost self, but I see in my members another law at war with the law of my 

mind..." 

14. the original mind that desires goodness and the evil mind that desires _____. 

15. ..., and through _____ has followed the path of seeking external truth. 

18. The depth and extent of teaching and the method of expressing the truth naturally _____ according to each age. 

20. The new truth should be able to _____ knowledge by reconciling the internal truth pursued by religion and the 

external truth pursued by science. 

21. , however, are not the truth itself, but are textbooks teaching the truth. 

23. In the same way, there are two types of ignorance: internal ignorance and _____ ignorance. 

26. From the common affairs of individuals to the great events that shape the course of history, each is at _____ an 

expression of human aspiration for ever greater happiness. 

28. What is more, although Christian doctrine teaches that all humanity descended from the same parents, many 

citizens of Christian nations who profess this doctrine will not even _____  _____ with their brothers and sisters of 

different skin colors. (2 words, use no space). 

29. When ecclesiastic love waned, when waves of capitalistic greed surged across Christian Europe, when starving 

masses cried out bitterly in the slums, the promise of their salvation came not from heaven but from the earth. Its 

name was _____. 

30. Just as people attain perfection of character only when the mind and body are fully united, the two worlds of _____ 

and phenomena must join in perfect harmony before the ideal world can be realized. 

31. The passing joys of those who delight in the pleasures of the flesh are nothing compared to the _____ experienced 

by those on the path of enlightenment, who find joy in the midst of simple poverty. 

34. Humanity through religion has followed the path of searching for internal _____, .... 

36. Has any sage ever clearly _____ the path by resolving all the fundamental questions of human life and the 

universe? 

38. Every human being is struggling to attain life-long happiness and overcome ______ 

39. He trod a _____ path of suffering in search of the truth, passing through tribulations that God alone remembers. 

43. If all people are to meet as brothers and sisters by virtue of this one truth, what will that world be like? Under the 

light of the new truth, all those who have struggled over the long course of history to dispel the darkness of 

ignorance will _____. 
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